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Proposed Agenda
Continuing Committee
February 17
18, 1996
Tempe Friends Meeting House
318 E. 15th Street, Tempe, AZ
—-

-

Session I--February 17. 1:00 3:00 pm: Continuing IMYM Business
Worship
Welcome and introductions
Approve agenda
Approve minutes of IMYtI June 1995 Final session
Reoorts
5 mm
Clerk-—speaker for IMTh
5 mm
Fr/ends Bulletin- Mary Lou Coppock
5 mm
Treasurer Tom Schroeder
5 mm
Finance Committee Cynthia Smith
Any change in assessment?
10 mm Nominating Committee Representatives to various
organizations—-do we know who our reps are and when their terms
end? Are there vacancies which need to be filled?
FWCC
AFSC
FCNL
Friends Peace Teams
-

—

-

-

10
10
5
5
5

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

Cathy Webb, Utah
Kay Bordwell, Arizona
New Mexico-— Jr. Young Friends and Jr Yearly Meeting coord.
Faith and Practice Coimmittee Ted Church
AFSC IMYMJo1Int Service Projects Mike Gray
Brinton Visitor Committee
Committee to revise the 6u/de-—Cynthia Taylor
Representation from Ills to CC--some meetings think they have 2.
-

—

—

-

10 minute break
10 mm
20 mm
10 mm

FALL QUESTIONNAIRE—- Responses from Meetings and consideration
1. How should the IMYM Scholarship Fund be funded?
2. Expenses for IMYM officers
3. Role of Religious Education Committee

15 minute break
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Session II--3:O0 5:30 Din: IMYtI Planning
REPORTS, plans and needs
15 mm
Registrar Charlene Weir North
* 3—year contrac
t
* recommended registr
ation fee
5 mm
Operations Chuck Thompson and Roger Tyldesley
15 mm Ministry and Counsel Cathy Webb and Rebecca Henderson
Mentoring for newcomers, Monthly Meeting orientation for IMYM
attenders, IMYM orientation session
5 mm
Junior Yearly Meeting
5 mm
Junior Yolung Friends
5 mm
Senior Young Friends Alida Godfrey and Keil Mueller
Dorm for SYFs (p. 16 of Minutes from 6/95)
Young Adult group and location
5 mm
Worship Sharing Carl Wallen
5 mm
Interest groups Nancy Marshall
5 mm
Ministry and Counsel (p. 15 of Minutes from 6/95))
-

—

-

-

-

-

-

45 mm
Small Work Groups
Interest group ideas
Scheduling at IMYM
Finance
Any recommendations arising from Fall Questionnaire
25 mm

ReDorts from Work GrouDs

Session III 7:30 9:00 pm: Issues referred from IMYM 1995
(page numbers refer to 6/95 minutes)
Purchase permanent site (p. 8, SYF minute)
Minutes from Monthly Meetings (p. 13)
How to handle non-AFSC Bookstore items for sale (p. 38)
Concerns of parents of children in JYM and their experiences (p. 38)
-

-

Session IV Sunday. 8:30 9:45 am:
Any remaining unfinished business
Scheduling issues
-

—

Join TemDe Friends for Meeting for Worship. 10:00 am

1995 Evaluation Sheets--Comments
Not included here--many compliments about business meeting and the
capable clerks, how well the registration form and the registration and
operations teams performed, worship sharing is the heart of YM and was
wonderful, how bad the beds, sheets and blankets are, how good the food
and the food service workers are.
Interest group suggestions
Have intergenerational, off-campus hikes, trips, etc.
How about an orientation session?
Are we--and should we be--maintaining a distinction between intereest
and concern groups? I see a value in it.
Should have concern groups--with concern groups you can come up with
a
minute to be considered for business meeting and if approved by the
general membership a public statement can be publicized.
What happened to the concern groups and particularly the minutes
they
generated?
I would actually like more structured presentations.
Especially good this year--in the past some have been like lectures--we
need to avaoid that.
Not enough choices!
Let’s get more spiritual topics.
The original list was kind of anemic. The registrar did well to accomodate
late-rising topics. Maybe the bushes need to be .encouraged a bit
more.
The one on journal-writing was great. I would have liked more on Quake
r
values and persional spirituality--I’m not much into politics or outreac
h
right now.
I enjoyed the jiournaling grup and could have spent mioretime there if
it
were offered more than once.
Clerking was attended by 20--needs to be reporting.
Was disappointed not to see any Bible time.
I’d like to see 2 days of 2 sessions of interest/concern groups instead
of
just one.
Need more variety.
We need more varied topics. This is a very important part of yearly
meeting and a lot of attention should be given to getting a wide range
oftopics.
Not long enough, too crowded, not enough time between the groups.
I especially liked loida’s group, Bill Durland’s and the “Cyber-Quakers.”
Intermountain Friendly Writers need two interest group sessions.
. .
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These are so essential to the yearly meeting experienc
e and should receive
a central role in planning. I would support paying
to bring in more
inspiration.
I have faith the right interest groups will develkop next
year--they always
do.
I would like to have 2 interest group time slots each
day--perhaops
shorten them to one hour.
Possibly some pre-discussion at monthly meeting level
.
I think we may need a bit of regeneration here. Too
many groups are
rehashes of old concerns, some of which we have over
???
Topic suggestions:
Parenting and children’s issues
Anger--maybe some conflict mgt
Exploration of our spiritual lives
Anger, discipline
Raising Quaker children
Dealing with anger in children--how to deal with it,
what skills to teach
Relationships--making love work
Adult Young Friends concerns--recapturing the 20s.
Dealing with elderly poarents
Simple living suggestions
Marriage--a spiritual journey
Parenting: how do we express our sppiritual experienc
es
Childhood spiritual experience: nurturing our child
ren’s spirituality
Possibilities for Quaker service
FCNL activities
Parents and handling anger in the family
Worship sharing
Liked the intergenerational sessions in the afternoon
.
My group was too fluid--people came and went ever
y day.
Near the nursery was disturbing for one member of
my group.
Ask if people want to be in indoor or outdoor groups.
Advise people about weather changes--bring sweater,
sunscreen, etc.
Youngest friends should not be so close to worship
sharing.
Bright spot of IMYM, but better topics would helpo. How
about having
worship leaders gather in quiet and discuss topics and
have all groups
use same or similar topics? It would stimulate discu
ssion during other
times of the day with other Friends.
Try to limit group size to 8 people.
Air conditioner in Vallecito is quite loud--2 people
dropped out because
they couldn’t hear.

What happened to the minute from Utah requesting an alternate forum
(suggest discussion) to be a choice for the early morning hour?
Sprinklers came on--we were forcibly moved.
Topics were not a good idea--produced speeches instead of the sharing of
worship.
Start at 9:00 am for those who get breakfsast at 8:00.
Need more groups--ours was too big and too close to others (didn’t give #)
Sharing with a significant group of men is new. It was wonderful to share
that depth and sensitivity with men other than my husband!
Felt the time allotted was too long--an hiour is enough for me.
Parents of pre-schoolers should BOTH be near nursery if possible.
Scheduling
Don’t schedule stuff right after dinner, especially folk dancing--7:00 PM is
better.
We do not need to pack the day witth non-stop events.
Meals are an important socialization time--building a cohesive group
requires working and eating and plenty of worshiping together. Allow
time for fellowship.
We need to continue to work to achieve cushion space between events.
Too little time between meals and activities.
More space between activities--maybe some totally unscheduled time
during the day.
There was too little time, overall, between events for personal interaction.
I would appreciate some breathing space in the schedule--8:45
9:45 for
worship-sharing and 7:00 for evening activities.
Schedule too crowded.
Please allow more unstructured/unscheduled time for visiting or add-on
interest groups. Perhaps repeat the most popular interest groups, so one
would have a better chance of being able to schedule it in.
We are back in a place of scheduling every moment. We used to have
some free time. Now you must skip something to do that, and maybev
that is OK. It especialkly feels pressed around meals finishing and next
thing starting. 6:30 for evening events? Maybe could be 7:00?
had
I
a hard time with the PACKED schedule. There was no free time
scheduled so that a group could get together for mutual project for
talent night or other things.
-

Connections among generations
Need more--intergenerational worship sharing helped.
Need more intergenerational talk, about violence, youth culture, sex, hot
topics.
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Workshops and excursions of an intergenerational nature, i.e., hikes,
museums, felting workshops, mask making. v This would be best NOT
coordinated by the children’s program.
Senior Young Friends
My son said there wasn’t support for planned activities, and he sat in his
room reading a lot because interest groups were beyond him--he’s 14.
There should be a rec room, pooi, gym, or sports equipment.
I feel that SYF were a real part of IMYM--they appeared at Business
Meeting, interest groups, led some, helped with children, plus
intergenerational worship-sharing--felt great since I’m a parent of a
SYF.
I observed Senior Young Friends business meeting and found a profound
Quaker process.
Junior Young Friends
My son is a JYF and, although he can feel awkward in a new group, he has
really enjoyed his time with the 7th
8th grade group.
-

Junior Yearly Meeting
Separate grades 1-3 from 4
6. Age range is too wide and group is too big.
Adults shouldn’t be afraid to come and spend time with kids.
I spent 2 hours volunteering and found it interesting and exhausting. I
have immense respect for the full time folks.
Needed more adults here.
Need more field trips.
Felt care in nursery was good--atmosphere was great. Maggie made you
feel welcome and included--felt i really contributed this time.
There’s so much glass around the dorms--hard for toddlers. As we kniow,
nursery had its problems.
Too much of the JYM program seems to be aimed at relieving adults of
responsibility.
-

Registration
I have appreciated a confirmation letter and the chance to see signs on my
neighbors’ doors so I knew who they were. I heard a rumor that E-mail
addresses will be included next year--a great idea. An earlier
announcement oif the purpose of the tent would have led to earlier and
more frequent use.
The maps are not always specific enough for locations.
We need a new map, actually, the buildings are poorly marked but there
isn’t much we can do about that.

0

We need a better map. I ahd to get one from the college bookstore to tell
where Bader was--they’re not IDed on the map. It says #32 but there’s
no #32 on the map.
Try adding a table of contents.
Add a place to check if you don’t want to be near the SYF dorms--noisy.
The registration materials should include the adult contact person and
phone number for JYM, JYf and SYF advisers, in the past, kids got a
letter telling them what to bring but it came after we left home, so if we
had the leaders’ phone, we could call. Even a postcard confirmation of
registration would be appreciated--just a “you’re registered as
requested--see you there.”
I would have liked confirmation of our arrangements.
Also please have a place to recycle paper.
Announce early that sack lunch will be available on Sunday--I missed it.
Why don’t the outside keys work on the outer doors?
Some distinction is needed betweeen information, registration and action
paper.
What can we do to let the revellers make noise without keeping us all up?
Keep trying to clarify the housing cost calculation section.
Friends need to be aware that singing, carrying on, etc that is not
scheduled is not appreciated by parents who are trying hard to get
younger children to sleep.

C

Evaluation form
Put age ranges on here--I’m confused.
Put separate spaces to evaluate pre-school vs elementary programs.
Facilities and food
Dorm was filthy when we arrived, blankets not adequate. Cafeteria layout
confusing.
Appreciated hot breakfast on the weekend.
We camped--showers in gym are easier for folks who carry everything
into them.
No need to search for a finer location!
The problem with this place is its design--we do not naturally congregate
or run into each other. The design of FLC makes community difficult,
perversely pushes us apart. Where is the center? I love yearly
meeting, but can we find another place?
Can we have West Hall next time?
I’m allergic to eggs and everything seemed to have eggs in it. I got tired of
the non-mayonnaise said dressing, and then someone ddripped the
mayonnaise into it so even that was unusable.

7
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Disappointed that discussion of IMYM’s looking into purchasing property
never got out of Continuing Committee.
The showers in Bader were designed for midgets/munchkins.
Shower head too low--pillow too unresponsive.
Can we get tickets for 4 meals next year?
We don’t expect the Ritz.
I findthe (alost obscene) variety of selections utterly out of line with
Quaker testimonies on simplicity. We COULD alik eat one vegetarian
meal and not at all be the worse for it.
Include specific information on how to get to YM sessions by public
transport in the registration materials, please. I could not get the outer
door to Bader A open with my key.
How about a simple meal offering? How about an OXFAM type meal
during IMYM? We are an over-privileged group; having some idea-even one meal brief--might help us comprehend better what most of
the children of God we share this planet with have to live with every
day of their lives.
Overall
Wanted a more spiritual experience than I found but perhaps I wasn’t
supposed to. However, I am not sure going just to do Quaker business is
worth the price to me. I found that “experienced” Quakers on the whole
did not want to spend much time on “blue dots”--certainly there were
notable exceptions.
I believe we should examine our structure and procedure to explore means
of getting more work done by executive and Continuing Committees and
less at Yearly meeting gathering.
Video machine in the lobby--couldn’t hear it because of loud talking going
on.
Love having the AFSC bookstore.
Building temperature--too hot on Saturday and often too cold otherwise.
Perhaps the most depressing day of the year is the Monday after yearly
meeting.
It was a very loving, caring and sharing group over all--I came away
refreshed and ready (?) for another bout with the outside world of life.
The panel on community was the best and most valuable presentation on
our theme that I’ve heard in these 2 years. We have wonderful
resources within IMYM--let’s share ourselves.
Speakers on community were not very moving or effective.
Actually, “Living Community of Faith seemed very individualistic rather
than communitarian!
The Friday evening panel--the presentations were significant. It’s a shame
there was no opportunity for interaction with the community.

Panel on community--outstanding.
Business meeting structure is very confusing for newcomers--why
so much
time on business to the expense of fellowship and spiritual learning
opportunities.
I came as a seeker, new to Friends. I learned to listen and to learn
from
my pikace of uncomfortable newness., I met wonderful people and
I
found others difficult and a few downright unfriendly (or should I
say
unO-Friendly?). I wish I could say I am going away with a better
understanding of QuakerismAdd E-mail addresses to registration form and to the directory of
attenders.
I suspect we kept on schedule in business meeting mostly because
there
was no business of substance to consider.
Suggestion for next year’s speaker: Jan Hoffman, former clerk, ?New
England YM.
Make minutes available each day along with the Bulletin.
Thanks for the best IMYM I’ve been to!
Can we have IMYM in July?
This YM seemed “cooler” to me: less interaction, less communicatio
n
between clerks and members; less strife; no chance to react/respond
to
reports.
I found this to be a very satisfying IMYM as an “old timer.” I
think we still
have physical, ergonomic work to do to foster community and
to more
rapidly orient the newcomers.
My request for a singles group was ignored. (Worship sharing?
Interest
group?)
Publicity is poor, as is turnout--1O% of adult members! Let’s
start
planning registration promotion at least by January--maybe with
a
video oir slide show at each MM or WG. encouragement of 1st
timers,
etc.
Have you thought of a mentoring program for newcomers?
Need a Welcoming Committee--need more info about college and
help to
find things.
Mentors or helpers for beginners on the first day, so they can
get oriented
easier.
More announcements for the new people. More peole to help with
orientation of blue dots--possibly past registrar and/or operations.
Sorry, some “blue dots” got lost!
Praise for the encouragement for scholarships! I think this worked
really
well this year. I’ve never seen so many folks friom small meetin
gs such
as Gila and Flagstaff at yearly meeting. Seemed we had more diversi
ty
this year too, Hope this will/can continue. I wonder how many
folks

c1

were helped to come by their meetings? What % of total attenders were
helped by scholarships from meetings or IMYM?
It was my first time to attend IMYM and i was greatly impressed. The
orgainizations was superb. The atmosphere was inspirational. I had a
wonderful time.
Regarding business meeting--avoidance of decisions jhere is inappropriate.
If we have a meeting for business, we should feel emopowered to
decide issues.
Had a great time--spiritually, socially, intellectually. Met many wonderful
folks. Beautiful setting!
Suggest an aerobics class each day. I felt like I sat and ate all that good
food and never exercised!
Fine organization and welcoming spirit of host Friends.
Early A.M. worship was beautiful.
I wish the morning worship would be scheduled for a full hour, even if it
overlaps with breakfast time.
This was an excellent experience for me. Helps me in my decision to seek
membership. I love the people as well as the organization.
Even more recreation would be good--it brings people together. The camp
sing, the talent show, even some silly games intergenerational would be
good on the huge field.

±0

IMYM

Continuing Committee
Fall 1995

Questionnaire

(

FOR DISCUSSION AT CONTINUING COMMITTEE, Feb. 17

-

18, 1996.

1. IMYM Scholarship fund.
How should the IMYM Scholarship Fund
funded?
Should it be funded by contributions from individuals and
monthly meetings intended for that purpose, or should it be funded
year by a transfer from general funds?

be
each

Background:
According to the Guide for the Operations of Intermountain Yearly
Meeting of the Religous Society of Friends (page 11), one of the duties of the
Finance Committee is:

To administer the IMYM scholarship fund to which Monthly Meetings with
limited resources may apply to support yearly meeting attenders.
Scholarship support for members and attenders to attend IMYM is
primarily the responsibility of the
Monthly and Preparative Meetings and
Worship Groups. Preparative Meetings and Worship Groups are encouraged
to apply to their responsible Monthly Meeting for scholarship support.
Requests for IMYM scholarships should be submitted to the registrar, who
will forward them to the Finance Committee.
The scholarship fund and the
process of awarding scholarships will be evaluated annually.
Since its creation about 5 years ago, all the money in the Scholarship Fund has
come from contributions from individuals.
At Yearly Meeting in 1994, there was
considerable concern that scholarship funds were not being used, and that
Monthly Meetings should apply for scholarships if needed to ensure that their
people can attend. Meetings were so successful in 1995 that about $1200 in
scholarship funds were used to bring attenders to yearly meeting, thus using
about 3/4 of the available funds.
Yearly Meeting 1995 discussed how to replenish
the fund for use in future years.
Yearly Meeting approved transferring enough
money from general funds to the Scholarship Fund to restore it to $1614.50 by
January 1, 1996.
How should scholarships be funded after 1996?
One further note--we transfer $500 each year to the Tim Shaw Fund which Senior

Young Friends use to support travel for their people.
that Senior Young Friends get to Yearly Meeting.

Much of it is used to ensure

2.
Expenses for executive committee.
Does IMYM wish to cover room and
board expenses of members of the executive committee during IMYM?
All members or some of them?
All expenses or some of them?
a.
Should this be a scholarship requested by the person in need?
should it be offered to all executive committee members, each of
whom could choose to accept or decline, or repay it?

Or

b.
Where in the budget should this appear?
Should it be added to the
present line for Executive Committee travel, generally used for travel
to Continuing Committee?
Or should it be a separate item?
c.
Where should the money come from to support this?
annual assessment be raised to cover the cost?
Should

44

Should
the

the

registration fee for attending Yearly Meeting be raised to cover this
expense?
Should money come from the Scholarship Fund?
Should
monthly and/or regional meetings cover the cost when their region
hosts
yearly
meeting?
Background:
In the late 1980s, this issue was referred to Continuing Committee
for discussion, but died there due to the effort needed to move yearly meeting
from Ghost Ranch to Ft. Lewis College. In 1990, Yearly Meeting approved paying
expenses only for the extra day and only for those officers who had to to arrive
early--specifically the Registrar, the Operations staff, and the Junior Yearly
Meeting Coordinator.
For the last four years, people who work full-time in the Junior Yearly Meeting
program (nursery through 6th grade) have not paid room and board expenses-their expenses have been part of the budget for Junior Yearly Meeting.
This
began (without IMYM approval) because it was so difficult to find people willing
to work in that program otherwise.
It is cheaper than hiring non-Quaker
workers, it provides Quaker-based instruction for the children, and it guarantees
the continuity so important to the younger children.
In 1994, those costs totaled
about $800, about half the expense of Junior Yearly Meeting.
The discussion at Yearly Meeting 1995 varied. Current economic conditions
indicate that more of us are having trouble making ends meet.
Some felt that we
can express our appreciation for our officers’ service by reducing any financial
burden they may bear for their service.
Others felt that officers usually are those
who have experienced yearly meeting and probably would attend whether they
are serving or not.
The following information may be helpful in considering this question:
The cost
for attending Yearly Meeting, depending upon which housing and meal plans are
chosen, is about $175/person. There are a minimum of 12 members of the
executive committe and usually more, because there are often co-clerks sharing
jobs. There were about 375 people at Yearly Meeting in 1995 and about 1/3 of
them were children.
The assessment currently is $12 per adult member and the
registration fee is currently $30 for adults and $10 for children.
Finance Committee reports that the only mechanism currently in place for
funding such expenses is as follows:
Persons appointed by the Yearly Meeting as officers or assigned by Junior
Yearly Meeting, Senior Young Friends, or Junior Young Friends
coordinators to support activities of the annual meeting and who require
financial support to meet registration and accomodation expenses for the
annual meeting should take these requirements to their monthly meetings,
which may support these requirements directly or obtain scholarship
funds from the Yearly Meeting.
The Monthly Meetings, as the basic
supporting community for all its members and attenders, should take an
active role in supporting those who have accepted offices and
appointments.
Senior Young Friends submitted the following minute (June 1995):
We as a group of young Friends have reached consensus regarding JYM
and JYF coordinators/leaders.
We don’t think they should have to pay to
attend, darn it.
We believe that the aforementioned contribute incredibly

and sacrifice sufficiently to make paying unnecessary.
To conclude, we
think they are doing a swell job and we appreciate them much.

3.
Religious Education.
These questions
Religious Education
Committee:
a.
What
Education

are

submitted

by

the

IMYM

would your meeting most like the IMYM Religious
Committee to provide between yearly meeting sessions?

b.
What would your meeting most like the IMYM Religious
Education Committee to provide at yearly meeting?
c.
Has your monthly meeting appointed a contact person to the
IMYM Religous Education Committee (a two-year term)?
If so, who
is it?
Please give name, address, phone number.
FOR DISCUSSION IN YOUR MONTHLY MEETINGIWORSHIP GROUPS.
4.
From the Gay and Lesbian Concerns Group:
.We have some questions for Meetings that are comfortable about
including lesbians and gay men as full and equal participants in all
Meeting activities and events.

a.

Is

this

known

to

newcomers

and

visitors?

b.
Is there still work to be done by your Meetings
from various cultures and backgrounds?
c.
Does
spirit of

the Meeting foster integrity
openness and acceptance?

of

participants

to include those
through

a

d.
What more can the Meeting do in its local community where
lesbians and gay men endure the effects of discrimination and
bigotry from the growing climate of political intolerance?
e.
In dialogue with the right
violently, seeking the common
This includes
and to speak
affirming the
information to
intellect.
5.

wing, can we learn to speak
ground that we share?

non

the desire of all persons to do the right thing, to seek truth,
from one’s own experience.
This means listening carefully,
common ground, answering questions and then adding
the dialogue. We need to speak to the heart, not just the

What does your

Meeting do to orient new attenders to IMYM?

CONTINUING COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

FOR DISCUSSION AT CONTINUING COMMITTEE
Feb. 17-18, 1996
1. Flagstaff Monthly Meeting supports maintaining the scholarship fund. The
scholarship fund should be maintained at its present level and should be
funded by contributions from individuals and monthly meetings,
supplemented if necessary by general funds transfer.

Responses

1.

r
.-

(

IMYM

to

IMYM

Continuing Committee Questionnaire
Fall 1995
From Pima Friends Meeting
Tucson, Arizona

Scholarship

Fund

* The
scholarship fund should be a line item in the IMYM
budget. Contributions should be solicited but if
contributions don’t put fund at desired level, funds should
be kicked in from the general budget to meet that level.

Tempe Meeting
Question #1
Scholarship Fund

c)
.

—

MINUTE #10-11195: Friends approve the recommendation that the IMYM
Scholarship Fund be made a line item in the regular IMYM budget. We would
like to reemphasize the procedures as outlined in the Guide for the Operations
of Intermountain Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, page 11,
under the duties of the Finance Committee, with the addition of the following
italicized phrase in the sentence that reads: “Requests for IMYM scholarships
should be submitted by the monthly meeting to the registrar, who will forward
them to the Finance Committee.

‘ii

IMYM Continuing Committee: Responses to IMYM
questions #1 and 2 were prepared by the Scholarship Commit
tee, #3 by Religious Education, and #4 and 5 by our IMYM
Committee. Kathy Snow and Elizabeth Bailey reported the
following recommendations.
1. The IMYM Scholarship Fund should be a line item in
the IMYM budget, starting at current levels. Funding
should be twofold: Individuals should be encouraged to
contribute to the fund; if it should fall short of current lev
els or needs to be increased, the additional amount should
come from the general fund. The major emphasis of this
fund should be for use by worship groups and the smaller
meetings. Larger meetings should be encouraged to set
up and administer their own scholarship funds, then to ap
ply to IMYM if demand exceeds supply. We particularly
want to encourage IMYM to continue with the philoso
phy that the larger community needs the participation of
all who wish to attend and should work diligently to that
end.

RESPONSE OF MOUNTAIN VIEW FRIENDS MEETING
TO QUESTIONS POSED BY
INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
FOR CONSIDERATION BY IMYM CONTINUING COMMITTEE
AT ITS FERRUARY 1998 MEETING
Copies of the questions were Eade available for the reibers and
attenders of Mountain View Friends Meeting, as well as West Side
Worship Group and City View Worship Group, in late Noveiiber and
The
throughout Deceiiber 1995, as well as early January 1996.
questions were presented to the DeceEber 1996 Leeting for
business, which decided that individual responses should be given
to Nancy Taylor or Ray Masenan, who would then fornulate proposed
The
responses to be considered at the January business neeting.
questions and proposed responses were discussed at length at the
The following is the
January 12, 1996 neeting for business.
response of Mountain View Friends Meeting.
1.

IMYM Scholarship Fund
Mountain View Friends Meeting feels that the scholarship
with the ajiount iiaintained
fund should be a budgeted iten,
IMYM should
level (approxinately $1700).
at the current
earnarked for the
continue to encourage contributions
scholarship fund.
Mountain View Friends Meeting understands that the purpose
of the IMYM Scholarship Fund is for scattered Friends who do
not have the financial resources to attend Yearly Meeting,
or for nenbers or attenders of snail neetings or worship

Lt
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• ,/J\ groups who need assistance and whose meeting does not have
enough money to offer scholarships.
For that reason
L)
Mountain View strongly feels that the existing procedures
for requesting money from the IKYM Scholarship Fund should
be maintained, which are understood to be as follows:
a.

Meeting members or attenders who need financial help to
attend Yearly Meeting are to go first to their monthly
meeting to request scholarship funds.
(Mountain View
Meeting has always had enough financial resources to
help its members who wish to attend Yearly Meeting.)

b.

If the
local meeting does not have enough money, the
meeting should request financial assistance from the
IHYH Scholarship Fund on behalf of the member or
attender.

c.

Only scattered Friends should go directly to the IMYM
Treasurer or Finance Committee to request financial
assistance in order to attend Yearly Meeting.

Mountain View recognizes that
there is
some
inherent
difficulty in these procedures,
particulary for members of
small meetings who do not have the resources to fund
scholarships.
There is not a lot of time between the first
distribution
of
Yearly
Meeting
materials
and
the
registration deadline.
Because there may be as many as four
steps involved——the member going to their monthly meeting,
the monthly meeting going to the IMYM Finance Committee or
Treasurer,
the
IKYM
Treasurer
or
Finance Committee
communicating with the monthly meeting, and then the monthly
meeting communicating with the member——there might not be
enough time for the member to receive confirmation of their
being awarded scholarship help before the registration
deadline.
Perhaps this procedure could be streamlined.

2. Questions from the Continuing Committee for Intermountain Yearly Meeting were presented
with proposed answers by Arnie Karistrom, clerk to our Committee on Oversight & Counsel and
jSteve Brock, for our Committee on Worship & Ministry.

0

a. The first question from the Continuing Committee concerned funding of the Intermountain Yearly
Meeting (IMYM) Scholarship Fund: How should the Scholarship Fund be replenished? The
Committee on Oversight & Counsel recommended that IMYM increase assessments in order to
maintain the Fund. After some discussion, Meeting approved that scholarship funds be financed by
assessments, and that assessments could be raised slightly to accomplish this.

Socorro if recruitment ror new people Is deemed to be desirable,
1.
increase the feel to Individuals, If donations to yearly meeting do not cover
this sufficiently.
Taos Friends Worship Grcup Answers To
ILYI\ Continuing Committee çuestionflaire

o
—

—v

1. If possible, IlYM Scholarship Fund sho;d come out of
IM General Funds eEcept for special cases for which
a member’s Meeting chooses to send the member on its own.
throu the
In any case the application shoild
Meeting to ThYM rather than directly from member to IMYM.

1.
How should the IMYM Scholarshio Fund be funded? Salt Lake Friends
believe strongly that scholarship funds ought to be available to supplement
monthly and regional meeting scholarship aid for attendance at Yearly
Meeting, and that it should be funded in a way that ensures its availability
consistently. The availability of scholarship funds Is an integral part of
IMYr1, since monthly and regional meeting resources vary. Funds should be
budgeted each year as part of the General Fund.

—i One idea which received considerable support is that our culture
stigmatizes being poor, and we as Quakers ought to do our best to reduce
that stigmatization.

_

d

LJ Finally, we believe it is a responsibility of our Monthly Meeting Ministry and
Oversight Committee to make everyone aware that assistance is available,
and to reach out to those who may be shy about asking.
Moab Worship Group
Responses to iriii Questionnaire
February 1996
I.
A target figure should be set, individual contributions should be
encouraged, and additional money should be transferred from the General
Fund when needed.

2. The total room and board expenses should be paid for all members of the
Executive Committee during IMYM.
(a) Executive Committee members may choose to decline this scholarship
or donate it to the Yearly Meeting.
(b) This expense should appear as a line item in the Operation portion of
the budget.
(c) The annual assessment should be raised to cover this cost

2. Expenses for
(Answers varied)

executive

committee

Don’t raise the assessment. IMYM expenses for executive
committee should be paid on an as—needed basis.
If expenses
are paid for executive committee there is a danger that IMYM
will get too “top heavy”. (response of one individual)
*

Money for IMYM attendance expenses should be offered to all
members of executive committee. Members can accept or
decline the offer.
If they choose to pay they should be able
to do so as a tax-deductible “contribution”.
Money to pay
for expenses of executive committee should be a separate line
item in IMYM budget in order to make it easier to keep track
of how money is spent. Raise IMYM assessments for meetings
to generate funds for this expense.
IMYM has the lowest
assessments of any yearly meeting in the country. (response
of a number of individuals)
*

Question #2
Executive Committee Expenses

J
ç

J

MINUTE #6-12195:
Friends approve the recommendation that the IMYM
Executive Committee and those in charge of the children’s and Young Friends’
programs should have their room, board and travel expenses paid at the IMYM
annual sessions. IMYM annual assessments should be raised to cover these
expenses. Note: The reimbursement of the expenses of the coordinators
of the children’s and Young Friends’ programs was previously approved by
IMYM.

2. IMYM should cover room, board, and registration ex
penses, not only for the executive committee and those
who direct the operations of IMYM, but also for the co
ordinators for Young Friends at all three levels. These
people should automatically receive reimbursement for
registration, room and board and reimbursement for
travel as requested.
—

(a) This is not a scholarship, and not compensation,
but a reimbursement for the expenses of running
Yearly Meeting. It should be offered to all executive
committee members and the coordinators of Young
Friends programs.
(b) This should be a separate line item in the budget.
(c) The money should come from an increase in the an
nual assessment. Our estimates show that an in
crease of $3 (from $12 to $15) should cover the
expenses of up to 20 on the committee and coor
dinators of Young Friends programs. We project
the impact on Boulder Meeting to be an additional
$525. The registration fee should not be raised. The
money should not come from the Scholarship Fund.
Monthly/regional meetings should not be asked to
cover the cost when their region hosts Yearly Meet
i ng.
In discussion, it was noted that people can choose to
return their reimbursement as a tax-deductible donation to
the Meeting:

2..

Paying Yearly
Members.

Heetin Expenses

of IHTh Executive Committee

Mountain View feels that if IMTh Executive Committee Members
need financial assistance
in order for them to attend
Intermountain Yearly Meeting, their financial needs should
be provided.
However,
unity was not reached on how this
should be accomplished.
There was support for three
approaches.
a.

Some Mountain View members feel that if Executive
Committee members need financial
assistance,
they
should apply for a scholarship and that there should
not be a budgeted
item for the purpose of paying the
Yearly Meeting expenses of Executive Committee members.

b.

Another view was that the Yearly Meeting expenses of
all Executive Committee members should be paid as an
expression of appreciation for their hard work.

c.

.€ZfTh

-F:

‘

A greater number of persons expressed support for
having an amount budgeted to pay all or part of the
Yearly Meeting expenses of Executive Committee members
who would need financial assistance in order to attend
Yearly Meeting.
The amount budgeted could be half of
the amount necessary to pay Yearly Meeting expenses for
all Executive Committee members.
If this were put into
effect,
the
Executive
Committee
member needing
financial assistance would go directly to the Treasurer
or Finance Committee to ask that his or her expenses,
or a portion of those expenses, be paid.

b. The second question from the Continuing Committee concerned expenses for the Executive
Committee of IMYM: should IMYM choose to cover room and board for Executive Committee
members? Should this be a scholarship available to individuals in need, or should it be offered to all
members of the Executive Committee? (A particular concern was expressed regarding the younger
members of the Committee (the coordinators of the junior Yearly Meeting), who may have fewer
financial resources of their own.) Where in the budget should these expenses appear? What source
of funding should be used to cover these expenses? Oversight and Counsel recommended that
Executive Committee members have their expenses paid through increased assessments. After some
discussion, the following recommendations were approved:

I. Recommendation: IMYM will pay room and board for all members of the Executive
Committee, who will then be invited to reimburse Yearly Meeting part or all of these expenses if
they desire. On the occasion that a committee member does reimburse Yearly Meeting for these
expenses, Yearly Meeting will issue a receipt to that Committee Member for income tax purposes.
Approved.
2. Recommendation: Funds to cover the above expenses will be obtained through increased
assessments, since it is the belief of this Meeting that the work of Yearly Meeting and the
Executive Committee benefits all members. Approved.
3. Recommendation: The question of where in the budget these expenses should appear
should be referred to Yearly Meeting’s Finance Committee. Approved.
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2. Socorro. Expenses should be given if a person requests it. Again, if
o this is important to all, assessments could be raised.
2. There should be no mo’e deference to rr.ernbers of the
executive coirrnittee for ususi expenses of attending I!v
than to all other attenders.

0

2.
Moab does not support financial assistance for executive committee
members. However, we do wish to support the Senior Young Friends in their
desire that their adult coordinators should be adequately supported.

2. Does ItIYM wish to cover room and board expenses of members of the
executive committee? Salt Lake Friends do not wish to fund expenses
for
members of executive committee. Executive committee members
who need
assistance should ask for scholarship assistance.
We believe those whose assignments require expenditure beyond
that
generally required to attend IMYII should be reimbursed for their
expenses.
This includes members of the Joint Service Projects Oversi
ght Committee,
Q) the Faith and Practice Committee, and those who represe
nt IMYM to other
.) Quaker organizations. We support the 1990 decision to cover
expenses for
the extra days for the registrar, the operations coordinator,
and the
coordinator of Junior Yearly Meeting, who must arrive early.
.._—

d

There was strong agreement that we are all contibuting to yearly
meeting,
whether we have a particular assignment or not. Picking up
the tab for
those with administrative assignments smacks of valuing their
contributions more than the contributions of others. The primar
y purposes
of yearly meeting are worship and fellowship, and everyone
participates in
those activities to some extent.
Furthermore, the yearly meeting experience is different for each
person and
from year to year; undertaking assignments to administer
the work of yearly
meeting is Just another experience of the meeting. Since we take turns
hosting yearly meeting, no one is unfairly burdened.
We recognize that some people are reluctant to ask for assistance, and may
be more willing to take on an assignment if they know their expenses will
be covered. We find that practice not in accord with truthfulness and plain
speaking. We repeat that we have to make it OK to be poor, and we regard it
as the responsibility of our Monthly Meeting Ministry and Oversight
Committee to bring to our attention the availability of scholarship funds.
Our experience Is that these matters can be handled discreetly and lovingly.
Regarding Junior Yearly Meeting, there is unity that JYM leaders for many
years have been especially gifted in working with children, and that many of
them have seen their work as a spiritual endeavor. One felt that those who
earn their livelihood working with children are so often underpaid that they
may often be in need of scholarship assistance when they attend yearly
meeting. We are not in unity about assistance for those who work full-time
in the Junior Yearly Meeting program. Salt Lake Friends are unified that we
must be very careful about changing an established practice, though when
we uncover a practice which was begun without proper Quaker process, we
should rectify it.

3.
(a) Some members and attenders appreciated the Religious Education
newsletter. They found it informative and reassuring. Our Meeting
would like to continue this kind of correspondence. The Meeting
would also like to have more information about what other Meetings
are doing for adult education.
(b) An interest group discussion of religious education would be of
interest to some members and attenders at Yearly Meeting
(c) The contact person for the IMYM Religious Education Committee is
Susan Lockwood, 1400 W. Mars Hill Road, Flagstaff, AZ 86001, (520)
779-3808.

LL.

3.

Religious

education

*

Pima Meeting will go through a nominating process to select
a contact person to IMYM Religious Education Committee.
*

ç

All member meetings of IMYM should be encouraged to have a
contact person for the IMYM Religious Education Committee.
This committee should be a channel for religious education
materials
either through purchasing or developing material.
Communication should be strengthened between this committee
and individual meetings.
—

ç

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
The following responses were written by the Religious Education Committee of
Tempe Monthly Meeting:

.-

q)

Between Yearly Meetings we would like the IMYM Religious Education
Committee to provide a forum for the interchange of ideas between Monthly
Meetings on the subject of Religious Education. The newsletter
perhaps
published twice a year
might be one way of achieving this. Encourage
contributions from as many Meetings as possible. Set a definite deadline for
contributions.
-

-

b) At Yearly Meeting provide an opportunity for those involved in Religious
Education to get together and discuss (i.e. discussion or panel format, NOT
lecture). Encourage representatives to bring along samples of curriculum
materials which have proved successful.
c) Tempe Meeting representative:

Doris Tyldesley
703 W. Meseto Ave.
Mesa, AZ 85210
Ph: 602-892-3108

3. (a) Earlier information (about a month before currently
received) about the planned religious education pro
gram during IMYM would be helpful. An effort to
get older kids from IMYM meetings together be
tween yearly meetings might be appreciated, although
the logistics may be prohibitive.
(b) Kids suggested more fun activities at yearly meeting,
along the lines of last year’s balloon fight. Outdoor
athletics are appreciated. Cooperative games and a
focus on using peaceful speech (instead of aggressive
or tough talking) were suggested.
(c) Dick Counihan has been approved as the Boulder
Meeting representative to the IMYM Religious Edu
cation Committee.

3.

IMYM Religious Education Committee
Mountain View Meeting feels that the primary role of the
IMYM Religious Education Committee should be to facilitate
the exchange of ideas among monthly meetings regarding
One
religious education for both children and adults.
for
act
clearinghouse
as a
aspect of this role would be to
information about first day school and adult eduction.
Among the Committee’s functions could be:
a.

list of curriculum
publishing a
Maintaining and
materials and other religious education resources.

b.

a
list
Maintaining and publishing
education contact persons at monthly
worship groups.

c.

Publishing a newsletter containing stories about what
different meetings are doing for religious education,
as well as updates about new curriculum materials or
The newsletter could also include
other resources.
experiences with
use
of specific
the
meetings’
worked
and what
materials,
what
e.g.,
curriculum
of
religious
of
the
content
reviews
didn’t,
and
was well
newsletter
year’s
(Last
education materials.
in
View’s
Children
of
Mountain
the
members
received by
[CALM]
Committee.)
the Life of the Meeting

d.

Sponsoring interest groups at Yearly Meeting, such as
last year’s on First Day School.

e.

Having sample curriculum materials
Meeting for people to review.

f.

Perhaps putting together a workshop that is more in
depth than usual interest groups and that might extend
over the Yearly Meeting (although there is already much
to do at IMTh).

of religious
meetings and

available at Yearly

(

(

_-.,

—

c. The third question from the Continuing Committee concerned the Religious Education
Committee of IMYM. Our Committee on Worship & Ministry had wrestled with this and could not
determine a recommendation to make. There was considerable discussion of this query, in which
those present attempted to determine and clarify the nature of the query and what the Meeting was
being asked to discuss or act upon. Our meeting recognized that we do not know much about this
committee, and made a commitment to learn more about it.

cT) 3. (b) An Interest Group at IlYi on
plus goodly amounts of pertinent
0

Religious Education;
literature to take home,
with addresses where more can be had between yearly
meetings; (c) we are not that large.

3.
The Religious Education newsletter requires too much work between
yearly meeting sessions. Perhaps knowledgeable people could come to IFIYM
to provide assistance to us there.

3. We do not have a liaison with the IMYM Religious Education Committee.
j What we would like at yearly meeting is a workshop format with a
particular topic we can apply at home--use or art projects in First-Day
‘ School, or how to teach the Bible, for example.
Perhaps some materials
could
be
developed
at
the
annual
for
use
meeting
to give ideas to those who
—1
work in JYM there. Wed like to see what is going on in other monthly
meetings in IMYM——what works and what doesrit.

._

—

Between annual meeting sessions, we suggest a regular column in Fr/ends
Bu/let.rnas a way to bring ideas and possibilities to the attention of more
people throughout IflYti.

0

3. Socorro. The IMYM Education Committee might like to give or receive
from the Monthly Meetings some idea of what theme could be stressed at
IMYM. Example: Request--how even young children can deal with violence.

4. We have been discussing these issues for several years and we continue to
actively seek clarity. We appreciate these queries.
5. We publicize Yearly Meeting in the newsletter and with weekly
announcements after worship. This year, we offered a discussion group to
answer questions. Often, discussions during the adult education programs
help to orient attenders. We will work harder to educate those with questions
and might even present a slide presentation of IMYM 1996.

4. Boulder Meeting gave careful consideration to concerns of
gays and lesbians in the Meeting several years ago, hold
ing a threshing session and rewriting our statement on
marriage to include same-sex marriages. We respectfully
submit that Boulder Meeting has already accomplished
what IMYM is requesting on this issue.

—

(

0

5. To orient new attenders to IMYM, we will have a program hour to introduce newcomers to functions of IMYM.
Other suggestions: Have those who are familiar with
IMYM tell prospective attenders about what to expect,
and have old-timers lead an orientation session at the beginning of IMYM. The Scholarship Committee of Boul
der Meeting will also engage in outreach and information
about IMYM. (The Scholarship committee has and will
continue to include in the Miscellany information and an
invitation for new attenders to come to IMYM.)
The above responses were approved.
4. For years Taos has beet) a well-known ar center, and as
such has always had the higher than average number of’
homosexuals, for whom no distinction is made on that
account here in groups of various kinds, including ours.
Occasionally this is brought up for discussion in our
group for one reason or another. As to various cultures,
Taos is famous for its mixture of three prominent types
of’ people in the ethnic sense so have a great deal of
practice in that direction. Since the ‘60’s there has
been a strong strain of New Agers, now countered with a
few newer religious groups of fundamentalism, but this
area has always tended to be liberal in its applications
of religion and politics as far as treatment of each other
is concerned and what happens in the voting booth.
5. We hand out the enclosed sheet to newcomers and have tea
and talk following Meeting for Worship, plus plenty of
literature and books for the borrowing.

(1)

d. The fourth question from the Continuing Committee regarded Lesbian and Gay Concerns:
Are
we providing a non-biased atmosphere for lesbian and gay members and attendees? Severa
l lesbian
and gay Friends spoke on behalf of the Meeting as a safe, welcoming, tolerant place.
They each
affirmed that they felt “no discomfort,” and that they believe Meeting has achiev
ed the goal of
establishing a tolerant, non-discriminatory environment for lesbian and gay
members and attendees.
A Friend expressed the need to let others know how we had achieved the above.
To further emphasize
Meeting’s intention to be welcoming toward lesbian and gay individuals, a Friend
recommended that
we place a small leaflet or pamphlet explaining lesbian and gay fellowship in
the pamphlet rack near
the front door of the Meeting House. This Friend agreed to look for such a bookle
t. A Friend raised
the concern that much of the literature and discussion of this issue does not includ
e inclusive language
for bisexuals. Meeting considered the following query: How can we be mindfu
l of the need to include
bisexuality as a sexual identity, along with homosexuality and heteros
exuality? Meeting
recommended that we pursue further discussion of this query on bisexuality. Finally
, discussion of
the above issues revealed that the Lesbian and Gay Concerns Committee has
been relatively inactive
for some time, and some Friends expressed their sense that there may no longer
be a need for this
committee within our Monthly Meeting. Meeting recommended further discus
sion of this issue with
the following query: Do we want or need to pursue continuance of the Lesbia
n and Gay Concerns
Committee?
e. The fifth question from the Continuing Committee was as follows: Do we educat
e andlor orient new
members and attenders regarding what IMYM is? Two courses of action were
recommended: 1) Don’t
speak in acronyms--i.e., say “Intermountain Yearly Meeting” instead of
IMYM; 2) Continue doing
what we have been doing.

4. Socorro. We have discussed putting a notice
at the Tech campus that
gay and lesbian people are welcome.

Other Issues

Other

•

issues:

* There
is still a concern among some members that Fort Lewis
College poses too many difficulties for older people to get
from one place to another. This is keeping some people from
our meeting from attending IMYM.
It was suggested that IMYM
look into the possibility of having a separate gathering for
older people in a comfortable hotel
possibly even at the
same time as IMYM. This gathering could focus on the special
concerns of older people.
-

(tO

4. Last year, Salt Lake Friends asked that there be discussion groups
available during the time period devoted to worship sharing, but nothing has
been done about this request. Not all friends find the worship-sharing
format meaningful, and another alternative should be available. We ask
again that sites be specified, that convenors be named in advance, and that
the registration form indicate an alternative. The groups can identify their
own topic when they meet.

(

Committee to Develop a Faith & Practice

Meeting of]] & 12 November 1995

Committee assignments
Chart V displays the first names of committee members who have selected various topical fields to work on. The
boxed in subjects near the top of the chart are reminders to be constantly held before the authors (see the bottom of
Chart III).
Final session
The charts from the previous day’s work were reviewed, modified slightly and approved as part of the record of this
meeting. Much of our discussion will ‘remain between the lines’ as we continually redefine the scope of the work to
come.
We agreed to enagage others from meetings not represented at these sessions. Charlotte will seek assistance from
Gila Meeting Friends on simple living topics. Alan will contact Logan Meeting Friends. Tom will seek out Santa Fe
Friends. Others will make contacts as lead.
To help in handling the assortment of papers and drafts, we will explore the possible use of loose-leaf notebooks to
contain draft versions of the various chapters, sections, etc. of the book of discipline (BOD or F&P). Two
notebooks for each representative would allow for one to be in use in the respective meetings for review and study
by interested individuals while the committee member would retain the second notebook and may contain additional
material being worked. The committee member would update both notebooks when warranted. The ‘first preview
edition’ of the Faith and Practice for Intermountain Yearly Meeting might well be a broader distribution of an
early ‘complete’ draft for the loose-leaf notebooks.
The committee concurred in the need for a person to compile, sort and distribute materials for its review.
The clerk will...
distribute a letter to the monthly meetings requesting their review of the responses to, What are our
Quaker information sources?
provide a list of the Quaker bookstores normally available to western Friends and the address for
Quakers United in Publishing (QUIP).
will obtain copies of To Lima with Love for members of the committee.
will send Martha Carr a copy on a diskette of chapter 8 on The Monthly Meeting from the Faith and
Practice of North Pacific Yearly Meeting (see Chart V).
will contact Tom Schroeder, Treasurer-Intermountain YM, regarding the appropriate procedures and
forms to use in the future when seeking reimbursements for travel expenses of committee members. Meanwhile,
individual members will seek their reimbursements from Tom directly.
include a table of names and addresses of with the minutes of this meeting showing also phone and fax
numbers, where known, e-mail addresses also will be listed as known and for those persons having e-mail access
and willing to be contacts for the committee.
•

.

•

•

.

.

.

.

.

Appreciation
Among the hospitality arrangements provided by Tempe Friends included Saturday lunch at the meeting house, a
no-host supper at Coco’s after a short country walk alongside the railroad tracks, and breakfast on Sunday at the
meeting house. We conveyed our gratitude to Tempe Friends, especially to Mary Lou Coppock, Martha Carr and
LaDonna Wallen.

Next Meeting
The committee adjourned to meet again at the Friends meeting house in Albuquerque on 29-31 March 1996.
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Committee on the Development
of a
Faith and Practice
for
Intermountain Yearly Meeting
Meeting of 11 and 12 November 1995 at Friends Meeting House, Tempe, Arizona.
Committee members attending:
Ted Church
Clerk
Alan Asay
(Salt Lake)
Martha Carr
(Tempe)
Tom Hughes
(Albuquerque)
Susan Lockwood
(Flagstaff)
Helen Minor
(Pima)
LaDonna Wallen
(Tempe)
Charlotte Williams
(Las Cruces-Hilisboro)
Frank Witte
(Phoenix)
Committee members excused or absent:
Bill & Genie Durland
(Albuquerque-Lamb’s Community)
Frances McAllister
(Flagstaff)
Robin Powelson
(Boulder)
Barbara Trowbridge
(Gila)
Monthly Meetings lacking appointments to the Committee:
Cochise
El Paso
Colorado Springs
Fort Collins
Durango
Santa Fe
Logan
Mountain View

The committee gathered in silence at 9:55 A.M. on Saturday. After a brief period of worship,
Friends reviewed the
table on which were laid out written materials brought for review during and after this meeting
(see enclosed
Materials exhibited ...). The proposed agenda was approved.

Reports by members of the committee
In the mode of worship sharing, committee members individually reported on their activities
and thoughts since the
last meeting in June 1995. The following reports most of the contributions but items are grouped
together by
subject or topic rather than by the person speaking or in the order in which they were presented.
The clerk read Robin Powelson’s Thoughts on creating our F&P (#1, Materials exhibit
ed
She encourages
members of the committee to be careful in preparing their papers, to organize by subjects, ...).
keep track of when and
where materials come from. Subjects and topics’ nomenclature should be standardized
by the committee. Early
attention should be paid to the topics of the Testimonies, to descriptions of clerk’s responsibiliti
es, etc. and to
membership. Statements should be clear on the intended use of each item, thinking of
the needs of each person who
will inherit individual files. An index should be prepared from the start.
One meeting’s review of the Testimonies in the Faith and Practice of Pacific Yearly Meeting
suggests that there be
queries after each testimony. There is a need for a testimony on sexual preference.
The testimony on stewardship
probably should be expanded to include the environment if it is not a separate testimony,
particularly what Friends
are doing in Intermountain YM; needed is an emphasis that life is to be celebrated (walk
over the earth cheerfully)
and that God given resources are respected.
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Committee to Develop a Faith & Practice

Meeting of 11 & 12 November 1995

We are urged to develop our own testimony on gambling. Among other items needing special attention are 1)
guidance for small groups, 2) a clear statement on marriage and related practices and 3) ways for involving
meetings in what is to be in our Faith and Practice. Another topic needed is on What is humanity? Guidance is
needed on memberships in other groups, especially on the resulting responsibilities to the appointing body,
We are reminded that some topics need to be developed as testimonies while others are better done as advices and
queries. We can paraphrase a great deal of existing material for our purpose and work on the development of new
material covering conditions that are particularly unusual in our varly meeting. The 1995 Faith and Practice of
Britain YM is suggested as a major resource, particularly the basic texts that have continued from history. We are
asked to take a particular look at the Faith and Practice of North Pacific YM, augmenting what is incomplete for
our purposes and removing what does not fit us.
As seekers we will always be examining our tradition and determining that which is still appropriate. We need to
collect what Friends are experiencing now from which to formulate statements for our Faith and Practice. We can
use both what we have received from our tradition and are now experiencing in our lives.
We need care in describing our structure since the pattern of meetings and their worship groups in our area is quite
fluid. Even the coverage of Iritermountain YM may see changes in the future! The current discussions on perhaps
splitting Intermountain YM is a part of our uniqueness which Faith and Practice should pick up.
A recent newcomer to the West from eastern Quakerism expressed her finding of quite a difference in Friends’ faith
and practice. Also, in her meeting, the Faith and Practice of Pacific YM is in some ways not appropriate. We
need to fmd out in what ways we are the same throughout Intermountain YM. Another Friend displaced from the
Midwest fmds people are different here! In one monthly meeting she has attended in New Mexico Regional
Meeting she found she was the only person who believed in God. Our Faith and Practice needs to provide for social
activists and also for the religiously based Friends.
We agree that our faith and practice is to describe the current situation rather than require the ideal. It will provide
the bases for the ‘peculiarities’ of Quakers, for instance on the sacraments, and the touch stones of Quaker usage, for
example, 1st Day, Holidays, etc. We will also give the practices dealing with clearness and concern attention since
the terms are used differently by Friends than in ordinary society.

Other matters
The Minute ofSalt Lake Monthly Meeting Regarding Faith and Practice, FalI 1995 (# 2, Materials exhibited...)

was accepted for committee members’ guidance.

The responses (#3, Materials exhibited...) to the questionnaire, What are our Quaker information sources?,
distributed at the June 1995 yearly meeting sessions (#4, Materials exhibited...) were given to committee
members. These will be distributed to the meetings seeking their comments, especially from meetings not
responding to the questionnaire. The letter to the meetings will seek to find out what of these and other resources
each meeting uses.
Committee members will supply Susan Lockwood and Frances McAllister comments on their draft history,
Intermountain Yearly Meeting, Beginnings in the Religious Society ofFriends (#5, Materials exhibited
...).
They will appreciate comments on the story outline, the basic topics and their approach.

God, Quakerism and evolving religions
How to consider the person who does not believe in God? It was suggested that our description begin at the most
expansive encompassing faith. It could start with our heritage with its belief that God is in all religions.
We agreed that non-belief in God is difficult to handle; once you start discussing negatives then you are lost
at sea.
What is needed is an approach based on spirit, love, respect and diversity.
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One of us has made a survey of forty people in several meetings, exploring, What is essential to being a Quaker?
Answers aggregated into two particulars; God lives within each of us, and the meeting for worship.
It was suggested that the exploration and description of the interaction and response of Quakerism to current
evolving aspects of religion be placed under the topic, Continuing Revelation (viz.: Faith and Practice of Britain
YM, ch 29: Leadings). The work might include portions of To Lima with Love dealing with internal receipt of
baptism and sacraments. What is meant by ‘ethical mysticism’?
We reviewed our purpose and united in the following minute:

Our approach to a Faith and Practice for Intermountain Yearly Meeting
We are careftilly examining Faith and Practices of various yearly meetings.
We will give particular attention to history, queries, the testimonies, and to monthly
meeting structure and practices.
We are collecting similar materials from within Intermountain Yearly Meeting, choosing
materials that speak to our times and to our hearts.
We will prepare topics and subjects, in letter, memorandum and pamphlet form, for study
in our meetings.
We will begin the formulation of a Faith and Practice.
A distillation and seasoning will follow, gradually creating a document that, we pray, will
speak to the members of our meetings. This will not be a rapid process.
--

Chart I, enclosed, contains an outline

of some more significant elements of our discussions to this point.

With a felt-tip pen in hand and a large chart of newspaper print on an easel, the clerk outlined what he heard
committee members saying as we discussed the organization, the subject and topics for our faith and practice. The
five charts are reproduced here essentially as they appeared at the end of our work.

Especially required topics
Chart II provides a summary of those topics that we feel must be covered, if not already in materials selected from
other texts.

An outline for our book
In Charts III and IV, are listed the subjects, topics and categories that we envision for the Faith and Practice of

Intermountain YM.
In Chart III, it is shown that the faith and practice is expected to begin with a history and then a description of the
nature and use of the book of discipline. Chapters on the testimonies and of the advices and queries will center on
the faith we see among Friends of Intermountain YM. Chapters on how the business meetings work will provide
the backbone of our practice. ‘(topic)’ on this chart shows those basic practices now seen as requiring special
attention. Throughout the book, how faith leads into experience, and the parallel, how experience comes from
faith, will be guides for selecting experiences of Friends to illustrate our faith and practice. (Note that while THE
GUIDE to the OPERATIONS of INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING contains details of the structure
and procedures for the right holding of the annual sessions, we expect that some general principles will be in the
book of discipline.)
Chart IV displays topics the committee currently senses as requiring its special attention in the areas of
interrelationships and corporate worship. A special topic of interest is to be on the authority and responsibility of
the individual as an attender and member of The Religious Society of Friends. We will cover the subjects shown
here among the appropriate topical areas depicted in Chart Ill.
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do Dorothy Aldrich

Prescott Worship Group
do Nick Moceri

City View Worship Group
do Mm View

Phoenix Friends Meeting
1702 B. Glendale Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85020

New Mexico Quarterly Meeting

Pima Monthly Meeting
931 N. Fifth Ave.
Tucson, AZ 85705-7723

Albuqueiue Monthly Meeting
1600 5th St. NW
Albuquerque, NM 87102

Hermosillo Worship Group
Casa Heberto Sein
Felipe Salido #32
Hermosillo, Sonoro, Mexico

Clearlight Worship Group
do Pat Habicht
Lamb’s Community W Group
do Durland
Erimias, Cokedale, CO

Tempe Friends Meeting
318 E. 15th St.
Tempe,AZ 85231

Gallup Worship Group
do Rosemary Blanchard

Sun City Worship Group
Menke’s Recreation Room
Coggins & 103rd
Sun City West, AZ

Soccoro Worship Group
do Kitty Bejnar
Durango Monthly Meeting
P.O. Box 3052
Durango, CO 81302

Colorado Regional Meeting
Boulder Meeting of Friends
1825 Upland St.
Boulder, CO 80302

Farmington Worship Group
inactive; contact
Meg Moravek
18 Road 5287
Bloomfield, NM 87413

Grand Valley Worship Group
do Lobdell
Western Slope Worship Group
do Steve Smilak

Mancos Worship Group
do Tom Vaughan
P.O. Box 327
Mancos, CO 81328

Colorado Springs Monthly Mtg
do Julie Roten
Fort Coffins Monthly Meeting
120 West Olive

February 26, 1993
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Intermountain Yearly Meeting Meetings and Worship Groups
El Paso Monthly Meeting
2821 Idalia Ave.
P.O. Box 3696
El Paso, TX 79923
Southeast NM Worship Group
do Gail Lloyd
Carlsbad, NM 88220

Also Affiliated:
Wyoming
Wyoming Friends Meeting
c/oDonn Kesselheim
Casper Meeting
do Margot Glendenning, Clerk

Gila Monthly Meeting
P.O. Box 839
Silver City, NM 88062

Jackson Hole Worship Group

Las Cruces Monthly Meeting
2610 S. Solano
Las Cruces, NM 88005

Laramie Worship Group

Lander Friends Worship Group

Mexico
Santa Fe Monthly Meeting
630 Canyon Road
Santa Fe, NM 87501
Charnisa Preparative Meeting
do Betsy Bartels
P.0. Box 4534
Santa Fe, NM 87502
Las Vegas Worship Group
c/p Curtis Sollohub
Los Alamos Worship Group
do Peggy Evans
Taos Worship Group
do Ruth Hatcher
Utah Friends Fellowship
Logan Monthly Meeting
Morning Side School
220 N. 100E
Logan
Salt Lake Monthly Meeting
161 Second Ave.
Salt Lake City
Moab Worship Group
do Cynthia Smith
Richfield Worship Group
do Jet-i Davis

February 26, 1993

Mexico City Monthly Meeting
Inge Jones, Clerk
do Valle, Av. El Riego 155
Villa Coapa, Mexico 14390
Casa de los Amigos,
Ignacio Mariscal 132
Mexico City, Mexico 06030
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Minutes of Continuing Committee
$1700 was used last year from funds which had accumulated from earlier contributions; all who
requested help received it. In some years, no scholarship assistance has been requested. The
feeling is that all contribute to meeting and should be able to attend. The current practice is that
applicant approaches monthly meeting and monthly meeting approaches IMYM via the clerk of
finance committee.
Yearly meeting in June transferred $1700 to scholarship fund. The question is whether to establish
this as line item in budget and what that amount should be.

Minute
CC 96 1
-

-

Continuing Committee suggests to IMYM that scholarships to
IMYM be a line item in the budget and that the target amount
be $1700. Contributions for scholarships will be applied to
the following year and the balance required to keep the
amount at $1700 will be taken from the general fund.

Friends should remember that the suggested funding is from the general fund (assessments) which
is separate from registrations for yearly meeting.
12.2. Expenses for executive committee
The comments from Friends present and those responding by mail are many and varied. Some of
the concerns are the following:
Anyone who wishes to serve should be able to whether or not they can afford to financially;
agreeing to serve may be easier if financial help is available. Some feel they cannot accept
money (even as scholarship) unless they do a job for the meeting. Is there a difference between
asking for money and being offered money and choosing not to accept it?
People who serve in some positions are reimbursed for travel and other costs when they submit
receipts; costs are covered for some who serve the children; is the issue different for executive
committee? Everyone who attends IMYM has a job. Is one person’s job more important than
another’s? Do those who work through IMYM “miss out on” yearly meeting?
The true costs of attending and serving IMYM are not really known. The organization is
always dependent on people donating their time andlor costs.
Should the same people always serve? Can’t new people be welcomed to do these jobs? Will a
new person in a position have as much support as someone everyone knows? How can we
know that someone out there would not like to fill a position but doesn’t volunteer or agree to
do the job because of costs beyond time?
The money would not be a scholarship; it would be a reimbursement of expenses incurred on
behalf of yearly meeting. How many positions need funding? What of people who share a
position? How much will this cost? Should funding come from registrations (from those who
attend yearly meeting) or assessments (from all members)? What form should help take?
Compensation, reimbursement, waivers for room and board, scholarships? Should money be
offered to all regardless of need?
A minute is proposed:
In order to make serving the meeting as feasible as possible, the total room and board expenses
should be covered as needed for all members of the Executive Committee during IMYM.
a. This expense should appear as a line item in the operation portion of the budget.
b. Executive committee members should chose whether to accept the coverage.
c. The annual assessment should be raised (as necessary) to cover this cost.

3
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Discussion continues and includes concern that people present should not make the decision
without immediate support of the meetings asked the questions in the first place. Although Friends
agree they are empowered to act as representatives, they note they do not make the decision, but
pass recommenthtion on to IMYM. Unity is not found and the matter is held for seasoning.

13. Report from Senior Young Friends
Alida Godfrey and Keil Mueller reported that Senior Young Friends have read and responded to all
evaluations in preparing a schedule and letter for the registration packet. Meeting for business will
be from 9:30 -10 so they can attend adult business meeting. Intergenerational activities include
worship sharing in afternoons and interest groups.
Senior Young Friends request Palmer-Escalante for housing, if they can sleep in the lounge. Other
requests include rooms as close as possible to the lounge, mutually agreeable arrangements with a
resident assistant (if there is one), and a kitchen. They ask the registrar to discuss their concerns
with Ft. Lewis College.
Their greatest need is to be together and able to sleep in the lounge, whichever dormitory they are
in. The safety and security concerns at Palmer-Escalante can be handled, they feel, but no one can
predict how many young friends will come to IMYM. The necessary arrangements can be made by
the registrar.
Because of the high attendance last year (60) and the limitations of the $300 allotted to food and
crafts, they suggest a donation of $7.34 per person. The meeting decides that senior young friend
registration costs be increased to $17.50.
14. Small groups
The meeting splits into smaller groups to discuss scheduling, etc..
The meeting breaksfor dinner and resumes after dinner.
15. Registrar’s report
Charlene Weir reports and leads discussions.
15.1 Mailing deadlines
Vicki Aldrich will do an advance flier and needs to have information to do that. So that monthly
meetings can receive registration materials by April 15, the registrar needs material by March 15.
15.2 Contract with Ft. Lewis College
Under the three-year contract proposed by Ft. Lewis college, meal prices will increase each of the
three years, as will costs of most rooms. The college also has added an administration fee of $3 per
person, which was not part of last year’s contract.
The meeting is concerned about the three-year contract whose intention was to contain costs. Food
cost increases seem appropriate, but not room costs; the meeting feels that only one increase in
lodging costs is appropriate. Is negotiation possible? On which costs should negotiation focus?
The meeting acknowledges that guaranteeing ourselves a place for next year and two years beyond
is a concern but so are the additional costs. A possible bargaining point, because last year’s bill
took a long time to come and be paid, is to pay part of the money “up front”.
The meeting agrees there is no need to increase registration this year.
16. Operations

4
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Only Roger Tyldesley is now available. Arizona nominating committee will try to fmd someone to
help Roger because the job requires two people. [Note: After the meeting, David Pennington
volunteered to help Roger.] Way needs to be found to put signs out for worship groups and
interest groups. Chairs are placed by the school.
Sales of items other than AFSC books must be separate, but no secure space is available.
Registration materials should say the AFSC bookstore will handle only AFSC books and that
arrangements for sale of other items must be made through the registrar.

17. Interest groups
We have leaders for:
border issues, journaling, community living, Quaker service project, gay and lesbian concerns,
Senior Young Friends and community, Senior Young Friends 20-something, faith and
practice, lntermountain friendly writers, nurturing children’s spiritual experience and
development, nurturing adult spiritual experience and development, religious education ideas
for broad-age groups (intergenerational learning), and a Bible study of the book of James.
We need leaders for:
anger issues, isolation, orientation and welcoming for first timers, children’s issues,
maintaining your spiritual base in busy times, nurturing children’s spiritual development,
religious education for children, adults, Quaker parenting,

(

18. Worship sharing
Carl Wallen, coordinator, reports leaders meet before IMYM to learn about worship sharing,
gather topics, and learn ways to determine order of speaking and to handle potential difficulties.
The description of worship sharing in the new Britain faith and practice is a good one to use for the
registration form.
Worship sharing groups can be set up only after registration. Group assignments address each
person’s meeting affiliation, experience with Quakerism, age, and gender. To meet the suggestion
of those who want a small group discussion activity other than worship sharing, the registration
form may contain a place to indicate such an interest.
19. Mentoring and helping newcomers
Individuals who attend IMYM help by encouraging others to come and by mentoring them; the
period when newcomers first arrive is the most difficult and when they most need help. Although
orientation within a monthly meeting is desirable, this often is not enough. People working at the
registration table could offer help to those who are new and a welcoming session can provide a
brief orientation to help newcomers and make them feel welcome.
20. Return to the issue of costs for executive committee
The finance committee recommends a minute for overnight seasoning:
In order to make service to IMYM as easy as possible, the total room and board expenses
should be covered for the following officers and coordinators:
clerk, recording clerk, treasurer, registrar, clerk of continuing committee, and the
coordinators of operations, Junior Yearly Meeting, Junior Young Friends, and the four age
groups within Junior Yearly Meeting (total of 13 people)
This expense should appear as a line item in the budget. The annual assessment should be
raised to cover this cost.
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There is already a precedent for Junior Yearly Meeting coverage; this would reduce the number by
4; some meetings intended people to be those who expend a major portion of their time preparing
or attending to yearly meeting.

The ineefing closes in silence, to resume Sunday morning.
21. Mentoring, welcomers, and latecomers
Friends suggest to select mentors: ask monthly meetings for the names of a couple of people who
expect to attend IMYM; have the registrar add an item on registration form for volunteering as well
as a simple paragraph on what to do as a mentor, at IMYM have a sign up sheet for mentors.
Mentoring’s purpose is to help newcomers feel welcome. This function may require more time
than welcoming: Ministry and Counsel serves as support.
Welcomers are to greet people and help on the day of registration. Identification by dots or ribbons
on name badges and by hats is helpful. One of the primary functions is helping people fmd places;
operations staff is also involved.
The meeting suggests that monthly meetings identify first timers and help brief them for their
experience. Because others might slip through, help should still be offered at IMYM. Newcomers
should receive a newcomer packet from registrar after they register by mail.
Can “nightowls” help late corners? People need help getting keys and finding dorms. Registration
materials need to say that registration building is locked after 10 pm, so if you are arriving late you
need to make prior arrangements to get a key and room assignment.
22. Spinning off young adult group from Senior Young Friends
Ray Maseman reports a great deal of interest last year for a group of young adults (“older” Senior
Young Friends) to be housed near each other and share activities. They would like information on
the registration form and a place to gather, but are not ready to start a new group if it means more
bureaucracy. Last year’s interest group will be repeated.
23. Junior Yearly Meeting
Ray Maseman reports on his small group meeting and that he would be available before IMYM to
meet with people in Albuquerque to address Junior Yearly Meeting organization. About six people
are needed and Ray does not wish to work during IMYM. Because there are no regional officers
for New Mexico, Albuquerque will have the job. The meeting expresses concern that children are
properly cared for during IMYM.
24. Finance committee
There is nothing to report beyond the proposed minute on executive committee expenses.
25. Scheduling for IMYM
The one-half hour of “singing to worship” warm-up for business meeting is eliminated. All after
dinner activities will start at 7 pm rather than 6:30 to allow time to settle children, etc.
The keynote speaker is moved from afternoon to morning and meeting for worship for business
(on that day) is moved to afternoon. On Friday, from about 4-5 pm is the scheduled meeting of
continuing committee (if one is needed) as well as time for spontaneously generated interest
groups. Senior Young Friends may have dancing from after folk dancing until they must leave
because of campus rules.
The committee to develop a faith and practice will meet twice, from 4:30 -5:30.
26. Panel possibility
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Changing families and changing times is suggested as the panel theme, with Mary Dudley, Elise
Boulding, and Chuck Rostkowski suggested as possible speakers. Jan Miller volunteers to get
panel together and try to make arrangements for child care.

27. Room and board money for executive committee
The folowing minute from the finance committee is approved:
Minute
CC-96-2

In order to make service to 1MYM as easy as possible, the total
room and board expenses should be covered for the following
officers and coordinators of executive committee:
clerk, recording clerk, treasurer, clerk of continuing committee,
registrar
coordinators of operations, worship sharing, interest groups,
Senior Young Friends, Junior Young Friends
clerks of Senior Young Friends and Junior Young Friends
This expense should appear as a line item in the budget and the
annual assessment should be raised (as necessary) to cover this
cost.
In the following positions, up to two people can be covered:
registrar, director of operations, clerks and coordinators of young
friends (both JYF and SYF). When more than one person serves in
another position, the funding for that position would be split
between the two. Positions in Junior Yearly Meeting are already
covered in the Junior Yearly Meeting budget.
This coverage will be used for the first time in 1997.

This minute serves as a recommendation to meeting for worship for business at IMYM 1996;
however, the meeting notes that written comments from some monthly meetings differ and no
unity is achieved on whether to include registration costs.
Other items: it is difficult to compare positions when some require more work than others and
some require considerable time during IMYM while others do not; how does one judge the IMYM
experience of one who works only for others during IMYM; the rationale for reimbursing people
for travel to continuing committee or another organization as representative is to allow someone to
serve in a position who cannot afford to pay travel coast (travel is covered for two if two people
serve in a position).
The meeting adjourns for meeting for worship and resumes afterward.
28. Items referred from IMYM 1995
The clerk explains that the IMYM 1995 minutes arrived after questions had been sent to monthly
meetings. These items were in the minutes but not in the questionnaires.
28.1 Three-year contract and a possible Quaker center
IMYM 1995 approved the recommendation to seek a three-year contract with Ft. Lewis College;
Senior Young Friends also approved the possible three-year contract but asked that the time be
spent pursuing another site.

(

The meeting concerns include: can we set up a committee now and ask that the concern be on the
agenda for yearly meeting? what happened to the interest expressed in 1994 and discussed on fall
7
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questionnaires that year? would we divert work on brotherhood and sisterhood into working on
fmding, building, and maintaining a center? are there strong negative or positive feelings that
should be addressed?
Friends explain that the center proposal arose from the long-range planning committee’s inability to
find another meeting site and that new owners of land near Durango are interested in using a part of
their land for a center.
The meeting decides that we have done the work needed before setting up a committee and now
need a broad range of opinions from IMYM. The meeting asks that the Quaker center idea be
placed on the agenda for IMYM. No further unity is achieved on work that may proceed before
June.
28.2. Parents’ needs for Junior Yearly Meeting children
The suggestion that a question about parents needs for JYM children be put on the fall
questionnaire was not completed because minutes for IMYM did not arrive in time for this question
to be included in fall questions. The clerk suggests that continuing committee representatives bring
this concern back to monthly meetings for discussion. Last year’s Junior Yearly Meeting was
difficult because of combined age groups; that will not be done this year but there is still concern
over how the children’s program will be handled.
28.3 Minutes from monthly meetings that need to be considered by Continuing
Committee
No one remembers any minutes.
28.4 The role of the IMYM religious education committee
Items beyond those suggested by monthly meetings include: “Quakerism 101” in one meeting has
brought some new attenders; meetings have different styles for religious education ; there was
some confusion about the intent of the question sent to meetings in the fall.
Cynthia Taylor will arrange interest groups and send out a newsletter to tell each monthly meeting
what will be happening; she will also do a newsletter after IMYM. She asks that people bring ideas
to share at yearly meeting.
28.5 Junior Young Friends
Hillary Marshall and Liz Schroeder report the Junior Young Friends have no coordinators and need
funds for arts and crafts and help arranging to visit the bed and breakfast (Endaba) they visited last
year. They present their schedule to the registrar. They will provide a letter to go out in the
information packet for registration.
The final session ofthe meeting ofthe continuing committee closes in silence. The next meeting
will be 2:CK)pm on June 19, 1996 at Ft. Lewis College, Durango, Colorado.
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List of those who attended Continuing Committee meeting, Tempe 1996
Jan Miller, clerk continuing committee
Marie Godfrey, recording clerk IMYM

Roger Tyldesley, operations

Tom Schroeder, treasurer

Elizabeth Bailey, Boulder rep
Ray Maseman, Mountain View rep

Cathy Amanti, Pima Meeting rep

Cynthia Smith, fmance committee chair
Pat Bohm Trostle, Logan MM rep

Ted Church, Albuquerque MIvIJFaith and Practice committee
Mary Lou Coppock, Tempe meeting, Friends bulletin
Caryolyn J. Johnson, Durango, CO
Mary Coffm, Pima meeting rep
Linda Lepreau, Salt Lake Meeting rep
Chuck Rostkowski, clerk IMYM
Nancy Marshall, Phoenix Meeting, Interest Groups coordinator
Cynthia Taylor, religious education committee, committee to review guide
Charlene Weir, registrar IMYM

David Pennington, Las Cruces NM
Karl von Hoyningen, continuing committee, Albuquerque NM
Susan Lockwood, continuing committee rep, Flagstaff MM
Mike Gray, Ft. Collins, AFSC-]IvIYM joint services committee
Nancy Taylor, Mountain View meeting

Carl Wallen, worship group coordinator

Senior Young Friends:
Alida Godfrey, co-clerk

Keil Mueller, co-clerk

Damien Baumgardner, adult co-coordinator
Kate Tyldesly, AZ rep

Charlotte Sanders, recording clerk,UT rep

Junior Young Friends:
Hilary Marshall

Danny Fish, UT rep
John Tyldesley, AZ

Liz Schroeder, AZ
Joel Kowal, CO

Hospitality (places to sleep, delicious food, transportation, and loving support) was provided by
Tempo Friends.
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4
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6
7
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1 BALANCE in general funds Jan. 1, 1996
INCOME
Assessments
2
Contributions:
3
Heberto Sein Fund
4
Friends Peace Teams
5
Interest: credit union
6
Meeting House Fund

....

12
13
14
1 5
16

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

....

19
20
21
22
24
.

26
27
28
29
30

..J

DISBURSEMENTS
Administration
Friends Bulletin
FWCC 3rd world travel
Travel
AFSC
FWCC
Friends Bulletin rep to Trienr
•.QuakerYo.thPgrmage
H. Sein Fund
Exec Comm j___________
Faith & Practice
Friends Bulletin
Meeting of Friends in Mexico
Friends Peace teams
Yearly Meeting
Transfer to Triennial Travel
Transfer to Tim Shaw Fund

852.18
2800
0

-.

500
197.18
0
0
414.43
896.3
384.04
344
0
0

.

.

—-

—

-

.

-.

1500
500
8388.13

SPECIAL FUNDS

.?Z

42

44
45

13440.35

26 TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS

.1!.
i

-

8TOTALINCOME

18

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

12564
50
35
0
731.35
60

—

ii

i?

12435.33

.

28
29
30
31
32
33

AFSC-IMYM_Joint Projects
Casa de los Amgos
Brinton Visitor
Tim Shaw Fund
Scholarship Fund
Triennial Reserve
Committee on Sufferings

Disbursements Dec. 31, 1995
June 10, 1995 Receipts
4025
6862.48
283 7A8
0
310
150
160
0
25
25
0
582.5
0
0
582.5
1714.5
1714.5
0
.0
1600
0
1600
0
340.73
0
340.73
.

.

.

±
±

7235.21

34 BALANCE in special funds

±
49

35 GENERAL

__

+

SPECIAL FUNDS BALANCE

I

.

.

I

19670.5

E
51

A

B

DI

C

LOCATION OF FUNDS
36_____________ FGC Meetina House Fund
37
U of U Credit Union, SLC
Zion’s 1st Checking, Logan
38
-

52
53
54
55
56

Dec. 31, 1995
1000
1 1 947.7
6692.84

-.-....——...--....———--.--—--.-.—-....-——-—-....--...--...-...-..-....—-

19670.5

39 Total Funds
I

--

i..-

-

58
--

60
61
62

Income

Annual Meeting
-

...-..-

41
42
43

F

E

-....-..-.-----..-

-.--

....-

-...--

-

IMYM expense
1
Total
Balance

1 51 7.01

-

-

Dibursements
2847.99
341 29.49
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1
3 GENERAL RiNDS
4
1991
S
ACTUAL
6 FtCOME
7
Assessments
6,257
8
Contributions
210
9
Meeting of Friends in Mexico
10
Fnends Peace Team Network
11
Interest
1,025
1 2 TOTAL Income
13 DtSBURSEMENTS
14
General Administration
15
Contributions
16
Fnends Bulletin
17
Bnnton Visitor Fund
18
Western Gathenng
19
3rd World Travel-FWCC
20 Travel
21
FSC
22
FV
23
FWCC Thenniai Res
24
Fr. Bulletin reps to Triennial
25
Fr Bulletin Board meetings
26
Fr Peace Teams Network
27
Bnnton Comm Rep
28
Quaker Youth Pug
29
Clerks Ga’ienngs
30
Officer Exchange
31
Executive Comm Travel (CC)
32
Western Gathering
33
Meeting of Fr in Mexico
34 Religious Educ Comm
35 Faith and Practive Devel. Comm
36 Tim Snaw Reserve Fund
37 Contingency (Ft Lewis-misc)
38 TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS
39 GENFOSOPER GAIN (LOSS)
40 ANNUAL MEETiNG
41 Income
42
Registration
43
Room, Board. etc
44
Minutes & Directory
45
Scholarship Fund
46
TOTAL
47 Disbursements
48
Jr Y Mtg & Child Care
4;
Jr YoungFrienos
50
Sr. Young Fnends
51
Resource Leaoers
62
Insurance
53
Reg. Rec Clerk. etc
54
Extra day for officers
55
Worshi0 Shanng
56
Campground deposit
57
Ft. Lewis College
58
FLC Meeting Rms. AV etc
59
heoerto Sein Fund
60
TOTAL
61 ANNUAL MTG GAIN (LOSS
62SURPLUS (LOSS)
63 Total Travel expenses
64 Treasurers address

2

IFDpOsed

-

3

4

1992
ACTUAL

1993
ACTUAL

6,625
180

7,105
154

5
6
Revs-CC Proposed
1994
1995
1996
Actual
Budget
Budget

471

524

11,734
1,856
1,350
500
517

7,492

7,276

7,783

15,987

13,250

13,250

1,022

986

358

590

700

700

2,550

2,300

2,300

2,800

2.800

2,800

850
1.000
1,500

850
1.000
1.500

500
500
200
300
400
750
1,500

500
500
200
300
750
1,500

75
1.000
500
100

75
1.000
500
100

12.150
500

12,150
500

600

600

320
500
188
837
1,200

409
1,177
1.200

996
863
1,200

361
1.091
1,200
250
536
300

1.927
188

1,043
312

1,351

851
1,345

75
500

500

500

7,912

8,322

7,567

10,325

12,675

12,275

-420

-1,046

216

5.662

575

975

4,643
18,366
341

6.965

6.965

375

375

7,340

7,340

49

1.500
300
300
750
300
2,000
100
50

1.500
300
300
750
300
2,000
100
50

18,034
1.901
464
25,003
403

2.000
500
7,800
-460

2,000
500
7,800
-460
5151

27.084
3,490
25,473
422
29,385

27,084

23,347

6.660
17,690
400
657
25,406

1,949
324
244
413
273
1,687

1,642
400
250
761
325
2.684

2,046
50
301
1,000
245
1,632

1.424
157
318
427
264
1,966

31
110
24.770

27
25.666

310
30,110
-725

500
32.255
-5.171

19,319
2.252
503
27,249
-3,902

-1,145

-6,217

.3.686

6,065

115

4,340

4,140

4,409

5,935

7,500

Torn Schroeder. ‘715 E. 400 N.. WelLavulie, UT 8.4339. 18011245-4523

7,100
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Committee to Develop a Faith & Practice for Intermountain Yearly Meeting

17 February 1996
Report to the Continuing Committee of Intermountain Yearly Meeting

The Committee to Develop a Faith & Practice has met once since the 1995 annual sessions of
Intermountain Yearly Meeting. Nine members from seven of the thirteen monthly meetings of
the Yearly Meeting were together on 11 and 12 November 1995 at Friends Meeting House,
Tempe, Arizona. Minutes of this meeting were issued on 26 January 1996. Thirty copies were
distributed to the committee’s list of members, advisors and contacts which includes
Friends in all the monthly meetings as well as certain officers of the Yearly Meeting. A
copy of the current list is attached. The Continuing Committee may wish to advise the
Faith and Practice Committee about adding others to this list.
This was perhaps the most fruitful of the meetings that the committee has had since being formed
in 1993 (IMYM: 93-14). Over twenty items, most from within Intermountain YM, bearing on
topics for the Faith and Practice were distributed among members of the committee for study. A
list of these materials is included with the minutes.

(

We reviewed our purpose and united in the following minute:
Our approach to a Faith and Practice for Intermountain Yearly Meeting
We are carefully examining Faith and Practices of various yearly meetings.
We will give particular attention to history, queries, the testimonies, and to monthly
meeting structure and practices.
We are collecting similar materials from within Intermountain Yearly Meeting, choosing
materials that speak to our times and to our hearts.
We will prepare topics and subjects, in letter, memorandum and pamphlet form, for study
in our meetings.
We will begin the formulation of a Faith and Practice.
A distillation and seasoning will follow, gradually creating a document that, we pray, will
speak to the members of our meetings. This will not be a rapid process.
--

An outline for our book
Our vision of the book on faith and practice is illustrated by Charts III and IV, excerpted from
the minutes. It is expected to begin with a history and then a description of the nature and use
of the book of discipline. Chapters on the testimonies and of the advices and queries will center
on the faith we see among Friends of Intermountain YM. Chapters on how the business
meetings work will provide the backbone of our practice. Throughout the book, how faith leads
into experience, and the parallel, how experience comes from faith, will be guides for selecting
experiences of Friends to illustrate our faith and practice.
Chart IV displays topics the committee currently senses as requiring its special attention in the
areas of interrelationships and corporate worship. A special topic of interest is to be on the
authority and responsibility of the individual as an attender and member of The Religious
Society of Friends. We will cover the subjects shown here among the appropriate topical areas
depicted in Chart III.

Committee to Develop a Faith & Practice for Intermounlain Yearly Meeting

A compiler is needed
The logistics of sorting through and sharing publications, articles, drafts of proposed chapters
and subsidiary pamphlets begins to be daunting. We have not yet found our ‘compile?,
mentioned in our first committee meeting early in 1994 as a requirement.
An early physical form suggests itself
To help in handling the assortment of papers and drafts, we will explore the possible use of
loose-leaf notebooks to contain draft versions of the various chapters, sections, etc. of the book
of discipline (BUD or F&P). Two notebooks for each representative would allow for one to be
in use in the respective meetings for review and study by interested individuals while the
committee member would retain the second notebook and may contain additional material being
worked. The committee member would update both notebooks when warranted. The ‘first
preview edition’ of the Faith and Practice for Intermountain Yearly Meeting might well be a
broader distribution of an early ‘complete’ draft for the loose-leaf notebooks.
The costs of supporting this scheme have not yet been estimated.
Next Meeting
The committee adjourned to meet again at the Friends meeting house in Albuquerque on 29-31
March 1996.
For the Committee to Develop a Faith & Practice,
Respectfu

Enclosures:
Members. Advisors and Contacts
Chart III
Chart IV
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-
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Chart III
Subjects. Topics. Categoriesetc.
History
Religious Society of Friends
Intermountain YM
Faith & Practice use and role
-

(Faith)
Isciis and the Advices & Queries

Truth
Meeting for Worship
(also “how to center”)

Equality
Sexual preferences

Harmony
Community
Peace
Non-Violence

Simplicity
Environment
Stewardship
Gambling

(Practice)
Meeting Structure
Business Meeting - how it works
Clerks & officers
Committees
(topic)
Oversight
(topic)
Clearness Committees
)
(topic)
Ministry
(Self
)
(topic)
Membership )
>support to/of ---> (Family
(topic)
Marriage
)
(Divorce
(Death

(Faith --->Experience)(How faith leads into experience.) (How experience comes from faith.)
Exoeriences of Friends (near beginning of the book?)
That of God (Beliefs)
Continuing Revelation
Leadings
Concerns

(
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Chart IV

Subjects. Topics. Categories. etc. (cont’d)
Interrelationships
Within Friends
Monthly Meetings with Worship Groups
Monthly Meetings with other Monthly Meetings
With Other Friends and Meetings not in Intermountain YM but in the
Intermountain YM area.
Outside Intermountain YM
Friends Organizations
Those of which Intermountain YM is a member
Those of which Intermountain YM is not a member
Other Organizations
Amnesty International, Oxfam (i.e. Quaker based groups)
Social Activist Organizations (i.e. groups outside Friends, e.g. coalitions)
Human Rights
Universalist Friends (e.g. “fringe groups of Friends”)
The “representativ&s role”
“How long is the string?”
Reporting back to the appointing meeting.
Corporate Worship
Meeting for Worship
Meeting for Business
Clearness

(the “kickoff’) (“When does the service begin?”)

Authority & Responsibility of the Individual
I/Me/We/Us vs They/Them

Testing of concerns

b:\ccchts.wpd
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AFSC-IMYM Joint Service Project
1995 Coordinator’s Report

Our first project, in March, took us to Casa Heberto Sein in Hermosillo, Mexico.
IMYM has long held a relationship with the Casa and AFSC has held a relationship
also through the summer service projects operated in Mexico. We initially worked with
Borderlinks, who is in the business of hosting Border education/experience tours.
When we only had four people sign up for the trip, Borderlinks believed it was not
economically feasible for them to do such a small group so we decided to do it on our
own with their assistance.
Borderlinks provided us a place to stay and an orientation in Tucson. The four
paying participants, all retired, an AFSC intern in the Tucson office I invited along as a
co-leader and I drove down to the Casa where we did a painting project for them. After
that, we drove to the home of Jim and Pat Corbett, where we assisited another
volunteer group in the construction of a straw-bale room addition to the Corbett’s home
and toured a land conservation project they are involved in.
The project lasted one week. One problem encountered was the timing of the
project made it difficult for participation of school-age friends. Another was that the
hosts at the Casa were new in the position and the Casa was not involved in many
projects locally. Another was the difficulty of keeping an itinerary because of my
inability to firmly schedule anything with local businesses and organizations.
We were able to do most of the things we wanted to, but some were
uncomfortable with the casualness of our scheduling. Still, evaluations of the project
were favorable and the casualness and free time was listed as a plus by some.
Our second project was a return to Hopi and Dineh nations in Arizona and New
Mexico for a ten day project. Only three paying participants signed up for this one. We
made a decision to go anyway, in large part due to the huge effort it took to regain our

former status among friends and contacts there after the project was canceled the
summer of the Hantavirus scare. We believed it was worth the effort, even if we could
not match last year’s successful turn-out.
Unfortunately, one participant dropped out shortly before we left and another
dropped out after a car accident while enroute to meet us in Phoenix. This left us with
one paying, a volunteer co-leader and myself. Still, our hosts were appreciative of any
help and we were able to build on previous relationships, allowing us more access to
the communities. Some exciting possibilities for future trips emerged from this,
including an offer to take us to remote areas for a home stay with some elderly,
traditional Dineh women in exchange for help with their chores.

Our project which coincided with IMYM took us to Palisade, CO for five days
immediately preceding IMYM. It attracted seven paying participants, six from IMYM,

(

four of whom were teenagers while all the others were in their twenties. They, along

with me and a co-leader, worked with local Friends at an agency designed to aid
migrant farmworkers. The agency provided us with a number of tasks in addition to the
painting on the building’s exterior. The First Baptist Church provided us sleeping
space within walking distance of the agency. Project evaluations were again
favorable.
The Lakota project started off with the most calls and enthusiasm. Still, it did not
fill until I made the offer at IMYM that Senior Young Friends could go for half-price. We
did close registration at fifteen, including myself and a co-leader. Of the thirteen paying
participants, seven were teenagers and five of those were from IMYM. Only one of the
adults was from IMYM.
This was the most difficult trip of the year. We were in a new place where we
had some vague committments and no real itinerary outside our painting project. We
were a sizable group, with ages ranging from barely thirteen to long retired and we
had some difficulty agreeing on whose biological rythms we should live by. This
presented the group with some problems besides the challenge of scraping and
painting a building in the hot sun. Yet, for the most, the evaluations were good and the
complaints were mostly unavoidable.
Many wonderful opportunities presented themselves even though we had not
scheduled them and most participants reported deep satisfaction. We worked in
several communities on gardening projects, drove through the Badlands, visited
Wounded Knee, Tribal Headquarters and the Tribal Pow-wow.
In 1996, we intend to repeat each of these locations. (see attached schedule)
There are still spaces available for the March service project to Mexico. We ask
Friends to help us ensure that each Meeting has a way of making the information
about Joint Service Projects available to members and attenders and to encourage
those who are able to participate.
We are working toward lowering participant costs for the projects, as we see this
is a barrier for some. The down-side of a tighter project budget is that it becomes even
more important to fill the trips in order to pay our expenses. We will also be doing
some specific fundraising for a scholarship fund as another way to aid those who wish
to do this service, but find the cost prohibitive.
Mike Gray, coordinator, AFSC-IMYM-JSP
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AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE
INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
JOINT SERVICE PROJECTS
Dear friends,
I want to provide you with the dates and themes for projects we
already have planned for 1996 so you can be looking ahead and plan a time
or a place where you might be able to join us. Some details are not worked
out yet on later projects, and some projects are under consideration that
are not listed. Feel free to contact me for more information.
MARCH 10-17 We will be working with the Sonoran Association of Friends
on a long term project they oversee in Trigo de Moreno, Sonora, Mexico.
While working on projects selected by the community, we will have an
opportunity to ponder the peso, the global economy and the new fences
being built on the border.

(

JUNE 2-12 We return to Hopi and Dineh lands to work with the Hotevila
Bacavi Community School and Shiprock Dormitories. Our projects have
been returning to these two communities since the beginning and for good
reasons. Join us to see what the budget cuts in Congress mean in these
communities and lend a hand to help make these schools friendlier places.
JUNE 15-19 We return to Palisade, Colorado to work with Child and
Migrant Services, where farmworkers go for a hot lunch, a warm blanket, a
medical check-up or whatever they need. This is a model of one-stop social
services for those who would otherwise do without. We’ll see the orchards
where the field hands work and, if we are lucky, we’ll get to pick fruit just like
they would. Later, we’ll drop that fruit into some homemade ice cream.
JULY 28-AUGUST 4 We will visit the Oglala Lakota in South Dakota. We will
see what projects AFSC staff are working on there. We will see buffalo and
learn of their significance to the tribe and hear about the Buffalo Project. We
will see the Badlands and the Black Hills. We will end the week at the annual
Tribal Pow-wow.
-,

(

Mike Gray, coordinator
991 0-B Poudre Canyon Hwy
Bellvue, CD 80512

Phone 970-490-2585
e-mail: mgray@lamar.colostate.edu

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE FOR JOINT SERVICE PROJECTS

Since June of 1990, the American Friends Service Committee (AFSC)
and Intermountain Yearly Meeting (IMYM) of the Religious Society of
Friends have jointly conducted a special form of discovery and
service involving youth and adults. Living in a nation of varied and
often conflicting value systems that tend to pull us away from
community, harmony (peace), simplicity, and equality
the
foundational Quaker testimonies
we believed that something more
was needed to help us and our children find and share a new,
practical understanding of these testimonies. We seek to learn more
about peace and service from all with whom we meet and work,
using listening love and non-violence as our methods. Our
commitment to service is also grounded in worship as vital to a
fully human life.
-

-

Our projects are designed to connect small, intergenerational groups
of youth and adults (ages 13 and up
and not limited to Friends)
with the work of AFSC in three of its regional offices which overlap
within our yearly meeting. We open ourselves to be guided by the
Spirit into more informed, respectful ways to live in peaceful
balance with our planet and the many societies which inhabit it.
-

Amended by Joint Service Project Oversight Committee,
Albuquerque, NM 1-16-93
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RESPONSES TO IMYM COMMITTEE QUESTIONNAIRE
FALL 1995
FROM
PHOENIX MONTHLY MEETING
1702 E. GLENDALE AVE.
PHOENIX AZ 85020
How should the IMYM Scholarship
IMYM Scholarship fund.
1.
Should it be funded by contributions from
Fund be funded?
individuals and monthly meetings intended for that purpose,
or should it be funded each year by a transfer from general
funds?
Questions were received from the Yearly Meeting regarding the
It is
use of scholarship funds of the Yearly Meeting.
recommended that.
1)

Request for scholarship funds go first to the local
If there is no local meeting or if
monthly meeting.
there are no available funds then the request for
assistance should go to Yearly Meeting.
Yearly Meeting funds could be raised by:
a)

notifying opportunity to contribute voluntarily
on the registration form.

b)

requesting contributions when needed from monthly
meetings and individuals.

Does IMYM wish to cover
2. Expenses for executive committee.
room and board expenses of members of the executive committee
All members or some of them? All expenses
during IMYM?
or some of them?
a) Should this be a scholarship requested by the person
Or should it be offered to all executive committee
in need?
members, each of whom could choose to accept or decline,
or repay it?
Should it be
b) Where in the budget should this appear?
added to the present line for Executive Committee travel,
generally used for travel to Continuing Committee? Or should
it be a separate item?
Should
c) Where should the money come from to support this?
Should
the annual assessment be raised to cover the cost?
the registration fee for attending Yearly Meeting be raised
Should money come frorthe Scholarship
to cover this expense?
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Fund? Should monthly and/or regional meetings cover the
cost when their region hosts yearly meeting?
2) We recommend that the Executive Committee of Yearly
Meeting should be given a special invitation to use
scholarship funds if needed.
The use of the funds
should be based on need rather than service.
The first
line of request should go to local meetings.
3.

Religious Education.
These questions are submitted by the
IMYM Religious Education Committee.
a) What would your meeting most like the IMYM Religious
Education Committee to provide between yearly meeting
sessions?
b) What would your meeting most like the IMYM Religious
Education Committee to provide at yearly meeting?
c) Has your monthly meeting appointed a contact person to
the IMYM Religious Education Committee (a two-year term)?
If so, who is it? Please give name, address, phone number.
3a/b) Phoenix Monthly Meeting seeks clarification of the
specific purpose and possibility of activities that might
be conducted by Religious Education Committee between
yearly meeting sessions.
We strongly recommend that time
be dedicated at IMYM to share Friends history, practices
and concerns regarding Friends religious educations.
We
encourage those involved in religious education and First
Day Schools at their monthly meetings to attend and share
their methods,
materials and experiences.
3c) There is no representative at the present time at Phoenix
Monthly Meeting.

Intermountain Yearly Meeting Meetings and Worship Groups
El Paso Monthly Meeting

Also Affiliated:

2821 Idalia Ave.

P.O. Box 3696
El Paso, TX 79923

Wyoming
Wyoming Friends Meeting
c/oD onn Kesseiheim

Southeast NM Worship Group
do Gail Lloyd
Carlsbad, NM 88220

Casper Meeting
do Margot Glendenning, Clerk

Gila Monthly Meeting
P.O. Box 839
Silver City, NM 88062

Jackson Hole Worship Group
Lander Friends Worship Group

Las Cruces Monthly Meeting
2610 S. Solano
Las Cruces, NM 88005

Laramie Worship Group
Mexico

Santa Fe Monthly Meeting
630 Canyon Road
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Mexico City Monthly Meeting
Inge Jones, Clerk
do Valle, Av. El Riego 155
Villa Coapa, Mexico 14390

Chamisa Preparative Meeting
do Betsy Bartels
P.O. Box 4534
Santa Fe, NM 87502

Casa de los Amigos,
Ignacio Mariscai 132
Mexico City, Mexico 06030

Las Vegas Worship Group
c/p Curtis Sollohub
Los Alarnos Worship Group
do Peggy Evans
Taos Worship Group
c/o Ruth Hatcher
Utah Friends Fellowship
Logan Monthly Meeting
Morning Side School
220 N. 100E
Logan
Salt Lake Monthly Meeting
161 Second Ave.
Sak Lake City
Moab Worship Group
c/o Cynthia Smith
Richfield Worship Group
c/o Jeti Davis
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